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In my opinion, there are few moments in American history as inspiring and iconographic as Washington 
crossing the Delaware. To say the autumn of 1776 was a rough time for George Washington and his 
Continental Army is quite an understatement. The year started out well, with victory in the Siege of 
Boston and the signing of the Declaration of Independence. Terrible defeats on Long Island and the 
losses of Forts Washington and Lee dashed Americans high spirits. After retreating across New Jersey, 
the Americans crossed the Delaware River into Pennsylvania in early December. Most believed the 
campaign of 1776 was over, and many also thought all hopes of victory in the Revolution had ended 
with it. 
 
This dark time is where Fischer’s narrative begins. December was a month of uncertainty for 
Washington. Many of the men were without shoes or proper clothing, and a large percentage of the 
men’s enlistments ended on January 1, 1777. Fischer contends that Washington had large quantities of 
two things at his disposal: 1) weapons and ammunition, and 2) an army of men with surprisingly high 
morale and unwillingness to give up on their cause. He used those two things to his advantage. On 
Christmas night, Washington’s army, in driving wind and snow, crossed the icy Delaware River, marched 
to Trenton, and launched a surprise attack on a Hessian regiment. The victories in the First and Second 
Battles of Trenton were how Washington had hoped to end 1776, and that success led many men to re-
up their enlistment periods, allowing the Continental Army to fight for another season.  
 
Pivotal as it was, the Delaware crossing was not the single event that saved the American Revolution, as 
many historians have claimed. Fischer successfully argues that this great turning point in the war was 
happened “not in a single event, or even a chain of events, but in a great web of contingency.” [1] 
Fischer discusses the Continental Army, the British Army, and the Hessian mercenaries involved in the 
conflict, highlighting the different characteristics and driving forces of each. The beliefs and actions of 
the men in each Army and the joint and individual decisions of their leaders influenced countless 
factors: how the men fought; the vital support, or lack thereof, they received from the civilian 
population; and the availability of supplies. Washington crossing the Delaware was only one decision in 
a season of critical actions and decisions. It has become a symbol of courage, daring, and success, but it 
alone, Fischer argues, cannot be credited with saving the American cause.  
 
Along with this well-supported idea of contingencies, there are a number of other points Fischer makes 
that are worth individual attention.  

• Opposed to popular belief, the British Army spent the winter of 1776-1777 as ill-supplied as the 
Americans. With their supply origin 2000 miles and an ocean away, the British had an incredibly 
difficult time resupplying their troops. The Forage War of 1776-1777 grew out of both army’s 
need to supply troops and livestock with food. 

• The Americans treated prisoners of war much better than the British and Hessians did. This idea 
may sound like patriotic propaganda, but Fischer provides documentation the backs up this 
argument. Hundreds, perhaps thousands, of American POWs died in British prison ships, and 
many never made it that far; the British did not always give quarter to surrendered troops. By 
Washington’s command, however, the Americans ensured the British and Hessian prisoners 
were taken care of. Fischer describes a group of Hessian prisoners that were left unguarded for 
a couple of days. When Americans came back to take roll, all prisoners were accounted for. In 
fact, nearly 30% of Hessian soldiers stayed in America after the war, and countless others 
immigrated back with their families in the following years.  
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• The New Jersey campaign of 1776 changed the American way of war. Washington’s policies of 
humanity in prisoner treatment were only one way that the American way of war differed from 
traditional European ways. The American diversified its operations in ways that most European 
armies traditionally did not. Washington moved his army quickly, with much less baggage than 
the British, and typically began marches at night or early in the morning. Washington also 
learned to turn one of his disadvantages – numbers – into an advantage. At Trenton, Princeton, 
and many battles in the Forage Wars, large numbers of Americans concentrated on a small 
number or even one British regiment, “slowing wearing down a larger enemy.” [2]This was 
impossible without intelligence. The extent of Washington’s intelligence gathering is unknown, 
but the winter of 1776-1777 saw the beginning of his efforts, some of which helped at crucial 
times during the war.  

 
Washington’s Crossing is a fascinating look at one of the most iconic events in American history. Fischer 
does an excellent job of illustrating the events before and after the Delaware crossing and highlighting 
the actions and decisions that made this great event possible.  
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